This paper proposes a new approach to a~se.~s the positional accuracy of maps generated by overlaying multi-scale spatial data layers with different levels of positional accuracy. The existing techniques for a~essing the positional accuracy of point, line and polygon features is first examined. Then a taxonomy of graphic features on the derived maps is developed by analyzing the specific proc~ses of overlay operations.
Introduction
Issues on the quality of maps derived from over!ay operations have been widely discussed over the past thirty years [L-3] .
Some techniques for handling alternative versions of the same cartographic feature (SCF) on different data layers were proposed by Peucker (1976) , White ( 1978) , and Dougenik (1980) (see References [4] [5] [6] ). These techniques have been used to reduce the incidence and number of spurious polygons on the composite maps. However, most of the existing techniques deal primarily with the accuracy,errors and uncertainties of overlaying original maps of the same scale. When a digitized map at 1:2 000. scale is overlaid with another map at 1:5 000 scale during GIS analysis, it is difficult to know the precise level of accuracy of the derived product. Even though the final map can be plotted at a very specific scale,we have rarely paid attention to whether the accuracy of the derived map actually meets the accuracy standards defined for maps at that particular scale E7-9]" 2 General techniques sures such as the root, mean, square, mean variance, and standard deviation. Obviously, these techniques can also be used in assessing the positional accuracy of maps derived from integrating multiple data layers of various scales. However, these methods are generally costly and time consuming. The results of accuracy assessment also vary with the number of sample points and the adopted sampling scheme. In this paper, we propose a new approach for evaluating the positional accuracy of spatial objects in composite maps derived from overlay operations. The approach involves the following six steps:
Step ].Classifying geographic features on the derived composite maps. The process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Step 2.Choosing spatial objects for accuracy assessment. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the accuracy of four different types of spatial objects needs to be assessed: O E2-points, lines and polygons only shown on the map of one particular scale;
(~) Eu-the same point features; @ Fj-the line and polygon features defined by the same points;
and @ F2-the lines and polygons defined by non-identical points representing natural features. Obviously, there is also an accuracy issue with attributes of spatial objects.
Step 3:Accuracy assessment for C2. The techniques previously proposed by Burrough (1986), Chrisman (1987), and Goodchild (1995) can be used for assessing the accuracy of attributes of the spatial objects shown on composite maps [~'1~
Step 4: Accuracy assessment for E2. The accura-in composite maps generated by overlay operations cy of geographic features of that type is identical to the accuracy of the original map layer displaying those features.
Step 5 :Accuracy assessment for s and F~. The method presented in this paper is designed specifically for handling these cases. Our approach attempts to estimate the variance of digital representations of points on the original data layers and derived composite maps.
Step 6 9 Accuracy assessment for s In this case, a more general approach is to fit a new line on the final map by the least squares or maximum likelihood methods with different weights for spatial objects shown on source maps of different scales [l~ The variance of fittest points of the new line in the final output can also be easily obtained.
At Steps 5 and 6, the approach proposed here
